
FoolishHeart26 and Bee  
 
FoolishHeart26: stands from my seat.. takes my borrowed cowgirl hat off and place it in 

the table... pulls the ribbon from my hair.. letting my long wavy black hair flow over my 

shoulders and back...  starts to walk towards the bar.. looks over my shoulder and winks 

at bee...  

D r a z: watches heart ...... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I hold the arms of the chair, as I admire your sexiness and gets a 

grip on my control. I push myself out of the chair and I follow you, at times peeking at 

your beautiful ass - admiring how fine you are.  

FoolishHeart26: undoing the buttons of my checked flannel shirt in each steps.. slips it off 

my shoulders.. exposing my black and red lacy bra.. bends and unzips my thigh high 

leather boots... kicks it off aside..climbs up the bar and lays my back down...  

Bee_passionately_blue: my eyes gaze at you, stunned by your beauty and how you 

incase yourself in sexy garments that whisper in what lays underneath - and I find my 

breath caught. I whisper, you look so fine - like a canvass to be painted on. Fuck... I grin. 

I turn my eyes to draz, I think the lady wants a body shot. May I have the salt shaker, a 

lime slice and an ounce of tequila?  

D r a z: wipes the bar down with a big towel and placing out a bottle of tequila and 2 shot 

glasses and some lime slices and a salt shaker 

FoolishHeart26: hands gripping unto the edges of the bar.. smiling at Draz... my very 

short jeans shorts barely covering the inner side of my thighs...  

FoolishHeart26: flexes the muscles of my tummy.. hands sliding up above my head... 

holding my breath with anticipation as I smile at bee... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I take up the tequila shot and lay it on your tummy, the glass 

cool upon your skin as I stare nto your eyes transfixed by you. My fingers holding and 

repositioning the glass as you finish your laughter - the droplets leaving a small pool on 

your skin. My mind wonders the naughty ways I can come back and consume that taste 

from your skin.  

FoolishHeart26: bites my bottom llp and shivers as the cold liquor trickled my sensitive 

skin... locks my gaze with yours... tries to control my breathing..   

Bee_passionately_blue: noticing how your breathing has caught, I growl so amazed by 

you. I even off my own breathing, and I guide the slice to your lips and guide it in so the 

wedge is exposed to my eventual lips.  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and holds the slice of lime between my lips...  shifting my position 

a little to settle the glass of tequila .. hands gripping on the edges of the bar harder 

Bee_passionately_blue: I once more grin at you, and lower my lips and suckle from the 

crystals of salt just above your knee, and I allow my tongue to extend and flatten against 

your skin - licking upwards - licking all the way to where your jeans hold your inner thigh 

- and I growl there - thinking about licking higher in private.  

FoolishHeart26: lets out a soft agonizing with pleasure moan... holding back myself from 

shutting my eyes close.. looks down at you.. feeling the warmth from your lingering and 

savoring tongue...    



Bee_passionately_blue: see that expression in your eyes and I feel my body heat with 

your smoldering lust. I hold the side of the bar, and I lower my lips to the glass. I capture 

it between my teeth and consume it as I throw my head back.  

Bee_passionately_blue: My thoughts flow to comparisons like: holding you in intimate 

places and sucking on you this hard, holding your hair and arching you, and consumng all 

of your wetness. The liquid is swallowed and I drop the glass into my hand as I ease 

towards your lips.  

FoolishHeart26: uncontrollably archs my back, causing another droplets of tequila flow 

down my tummy.. whimpersssssss escaped from my lips....breasts erratically 

moving...heaving...      

Bee_passionately_blue: my chest flows upon your breasts in a way pressing you into the 

unyeilding countertop - as I claim the slice of citrus - and I sink my teeth into it and 

suckle the juice - drawing your lips to mine.  

FoolishHeart26: slides my eyes close as I inhale your manly scent.. your sweet breath.. 

your probing lips makes my head spin.. kissing you passionately back..  

Bee_passionately_blue: growls in a primal way as you seem to surrender to me. The peel 

gently eased from your lips and I whisper, you are so fine. Admiring you.  

FoolishHeart26: opens my eyes and smiles at you as I catch my breath... thank you.. that 

was a wonderful feeling..  

Bee_passionately_blue: I return to where there was a splash of the ember liquid and 

clean you with my lips - and I finally whisper, yes - such erotic foreplay. you awaken my 

mind.  

FoolishHeart26: gaspss and bites my lips.. licks them afterwards as your lips tease the 

delicate spot of my tummy.. rises my upper body up and smiles at you.. 

FoolishHeart26: sorry Amir.. but.. you need to be 21 to be in here .. 

FoolishHeart26: El-SarwyM was bounced from the room by: FoolishHeart26.  

Bee_passionately_blue: I with care watch you and whisper, you are so fine. I ease away 

and slowly offer you my hands to help you off the bar counter  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and lets you guide me down the bar.... giving you a warm 

embrace as my feet touch the ground...  

Bee_passionately_blue: I hold you and let you go reaching for your hand to guide you to 

the chair you were at.  

FoolishHeart26: giggles.. ummm.. I just remember now.. I need to retrieve my shirt and 

boots first... hurries back to the bar and slips the items back to me... lol 

 

 

Gabriela92 and D r a z  and Harold_Rarius 
 
Gabriela92: Oh, crap... I just drizzled caramel all over my thigh. 

Gabriela92: Hiya, Harold. 

D r a z: can i lick it off,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. i love caramel 

D r a z: whistles  

tigerzjill: oh darn Gabriela....would be a shame to waste good caramel  

Harold_Rarius: such a generous offer Draz 



Gabriela92: haha, Draz... pulls the bottom of my shorts up a little further to give you 

better access. 

Harold_Rarius: hi heart 

Gabriela92: I was eating apple wedges and not paying attention to letting the excess drip 

off before moving it. 

FoolishHeart26: oh my... 

Gabriela92: At least I didn't get it on the white cloth. 

FoolishHeart26: hello Harold.. smiles 

D r a z: smiles and takes the thigh in both hands ,,,,,,,,,,,, and looks up at  you as trace the 

caramel with the tip of my tongue from your knee to your shorts  

Gabriela92: <squirms> 

D r a z:  can see this will take a bit more pressure     

Gabriela92: <closes my eyes and tilts my head back, letting my hair hang down between 

my shoulder blades> 

D r a z:  lashes the bottom of the spill with my tongue wet and hot over the  spill 

Gabriela92: shudders.... 

FoolishHeart26: what a way to clean the caramel off...  

D r a z:  smiles looking up at gabris eyesas i suck along the bottoom of the spill .before 

licking harder further up  the spill ...my hot tongue sliding over the caramel  and the 

surrounding flesh  

D r a z:   grins as i  lick the caramel up and down from the bottom of the spill to the 

shorts ,long wet strong licks    

Gabriela92: my knees quiver and involuntarily start to droop a little further apart. 

FoolishHeart26: eyes on Draz's tongue and Gabi's quivering body..  

D r a z:   sucking the melted caramel off the thigh with long sucking kisses      ,.,.,.,. 

stronger suck as i reach the shorts       ....... looking up at  you  with twinkle in my eyes  as 

i  lick along the  trail where it was making sure i got it all ...........  

D r a z:  as i reach the shorts again ......looks up at gabri ............ and  waggles my tongue 

showing its all gone ,,,,,,,,,,and puts the thigh back down  

Gabriela92: grins and pats Draz on the head... good dog!!! LOL 

D r a z:  smiles and licks my lips as i taste the caramel   

D r a z: wipes  the bar  down   ......... making sure  no caramel to spill  

Gabriela92: notices my thigh is still a little damp... sprinkles a little margarita salt on it 

and wonders if Harold could use a little seasoning. 

D r a z: pours a shot of  Macallans  single malt in a whisky glass and slides it over  to HR 

Harold_Rarius: slides a $100 bill.. 

Harold_Rarius: looks like I need some tequila first.... 

D r a z: tills the bill   .......places a shot of tequila on the bar 

Gabriela92: reaches for a lime wedge, squeezing it as I move it up and down my thighs. 

Gabriela92: sprinkles more salt into the lime juice. 

Harold_Rarius: admires gabi's thigs...with the salt crystals getting drenched in lime juice.. 

Harold_Rarius: walks up to her...sliding my hands gently along her legs....lifting them slightly... 

Gabriela92: leans back, resting my elbows on the front edge of the bar and peering down 

the length of my torso at Harold's grasp of my legs. 



Harold_Rarius: takes the tip of my tounge and slowly trails it along Gabriela's soft skin...feeling her 

skin with my tounge as I get the taste of lime an salt..looking up at her through the length of her 

sexy legs...and into her pretty face looking down at me ..between those perfect curves... 

Gabriela92: hooks my feet under the metal foot ring of the barstool, arching slightly. 

Gabriela92: runs my open hands up and down my torso from my waist to my shoulders 

and back, following the contours. 

Harold_Rarius: licks the salt and juice in one big...lick...and placing a soft nip....then licking more 

all along the length of her thigs....shooting the tequila down 

Harold_Rarius: then lifting my head...for one last lick...smiles....that was a delicious shot.. 

Gabriela92: graps Harold by the shirt placket and pulls him upward, planting a deep kiss 

on his mouth, tasting the lime juice and tequila. 

Harold_Rarius: mmmm kisses her back...lifting her up in my arms...as I press her against the bar 

Gabriela92: runs my hand over the top of Harold's head from his forehead to the back of 

his neck, pulling the kiss tighter. 

Harold_Rarius: trails my hands slowly caressing her sides....all along her body...as I feel the kiss 

deepen...kissing her back hard 

Gabriela92: gives a playful hint of a flicking tongue across Harold's lips and teeth, then 

grins and rubs noses together as I break the kiss. 

Harold_Rarius: smiles at gabi...that tequila must be really good 

Gabriela92: uh huh... 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips side to side to the rollicking song. 

D r a z: only the best served here  

Harold_Rarius: always Draz..always 

Harold_Rarius: watches the rocking hips...very nice 

Gabriela92: drums out the tempo on my bare legs. 

Harold_Rarius: sips my drink and watches those legs move to the beat 

Gabriela92: scoops more caramel up with another apple wedge, tilts my head back, and 

holds the coated fruit far above my open mouth, letting the sweet, gooey brown stream 

slowly stretch down and drip onto my tongue. 

Harold_Rarius: watches and sips his drink slowly 

D r a z: smiles watching the  stream drip to gabris pink tongue 

Gabriela92: feels the slight tickle as the fine strand randomly curls into a big, thick drop 

on the middle of my tongue. 

Harold_Rarius: notices the drop behind the perfect lips.. 

tigerzjill: finds it increasingly hard not to just stare at Gabriela's eating habits  

D r a z: smiles at jill  

Gabriela92: pulls my tongue back in my mouth as the stream finally breaks, rolling the 

accumulated caramel around in my mouth for several seconds before making an obvious 

swallow of the thick, sweet liquid. 

D r a z: smiles watching the lips close and the swallow   

tigerzjill: gulps and blushes looking at Draz  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys every drop! 

Gabriela92: glances from Harold to Draz and back, slowly extending my tongue and 

making a dramatic lap around my lips, re-moistening my lip gloss and making it shinier. 



D r a z: winks at  jill ,,,,,,,,,, after watching the tongue on gabris lips 

Harold_Rarius: eyes following her...noticing the tounge as it moves so well.. 

Gabriela92: untucks my plaid short sleeved cotton blouse from my white denim short 

shorts, and unbuttons it from the bottom up, until just the two buttons over my bustline 

are still fastened. 

D r a z: wipes the bar down   ............  

Harold_Rarius: eyes travel along the top...as she unbuttons .... 

D r a z: smiles as   i notice the blouse billowout over  the firm breasts  

tigerzjill: my eyes following her fingers along the blouse  

Gabriela92: ties the loose shirt tails into a square knot, right below my bra. 

Gabriela92: then undoes the remaining upper buttons 

Harold_Rarius: eyes glance over the perfect cleavage....and flat abs...smiles...as my eyes trail every 

inch 

D r a z: grins watching the blouse open fully ,,,,,,,,, revealing the breasts bursting to  get 

out 

Gabriela92: fluffs open the upper "V" of the shirt, giving just a glimpse of the lacy edge of 

the black bra inside 

Harold_Rarius: smiles eyes following the edge closely...the laces firmly grasping to the velvet skin.. 

FoolishHeart26: sneaks back in.. and smiles at Gabi's direction 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips lightly around on my bare tummy, occasionally fondling 

the little artificial sapphire in my navel pendant. 

Harold_Rarius: wb heart 

D r a z: eyes following the fingertips down to the belly button  

FoolishHeart26: ty Harold.. smiles 

D r a z: wb heart hugs  

FoolishHeart26: smiles admiring Gabi's taut tummy.. 

FoolishHeart26: ty Draz..hugss 

FoolishHeart26: hello romantic 

Gabriela92: puts a thumb into the front of the waistband of the shorts, and pushes it 

down a couple inches 

 

 

Gabriela92 and D r a z   

Gabriela92: Time to get the party started... climbs up on the bar and lays on my 

back...unsnaps my Daisy Dukes, lowers the zipper halfway, and folds down the 

flaps...tugs up my ribbed tangerine tank top and exposes my tummy and faux sapphire 

navel pendant... who wants to do a body shot? 

D r a z: wipes the bar down with a big towel and placing out a bottle of tequila and 2 shot 

glasses and some lime slices and a salt shaker...........comeon guys and gals ,.....who 

wouldlove to do a shot on gabri 

Gabriela92: bends my knees and puts my feet flat on the bar, interlacing my fingers and 

resting my hands behind my head. 



D r a z:  jake nows  your big chance 

paveduck: woohoo gabi!  

D r a z: duck  ,.,,,,,,, how about  you ,,,,,,,,,, wanna do the shot ? 

Gabriela92: lets my knees fall lazily to each side, the tattered bottom edge of the shorts 

barely covering my crotch 

Gabriela92: arches my back a little, letting my tushy settle more comfortably on the 

smooth, dark, hard.... wood. 

D r a z: anyone else want to this shot on gabri ? 

paveduck: no alcohol for me tonight, draz  

Gabriela92: winks at Duck... how about a Dr. Pepper shot? hee, hee. 

D r a z: Grabs a bottle of tequila  looking at gabri lieng prone on the bar 

D r a z:  Sliding the bottom of the bottle up the insides of gabri's thighs... reaching for the 

salt and lime...placing them beside her...eyes on the open zipper  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips side to side to the beat of the song... 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper a bit more, showing the top edge of my black panties with 

orange elastic waistband. 

D r a z: Crawling up between Gabri’s thighs .... rubbing the bottom of the bottle on the 

insides of her thighs ...stopping only at the very top ,,,and placing the bottom of the 

bottlein the open zipper and moves it around the waist band  .winking at gabri 

lostdad50: black panties sound nice lol 

Gabriela92: squirms and tightens my tummy a bit 

D r a z: puts the bottle to the side .... leaning over her ...hovering but not touching 

D r a z: lowers my lips onto her stomach slowing licking a circle around her belly 

button,,,,,,,and down to the waits band of the black panties ,,, making a wet line just 

above it .... eyeing the firm tummy and then looking right up at her  

Gabriela92: looks down at Draz, smiling and giving him a wink. 

D r a z: licks my way up in between her breasts ...stopping then as I pour a little salt over 

all the spots I licked .........loving the way it sticks to her skin.....pausing tolook at the 

black panties ,...... 

Gabriela92: figuring Trisha wouldn't want to ruin a towel with the hair dye, imagines her 

sitting there topless.... 

D r a z: grinning down at gabri as I pour a shot glass full ....placing it right inbetween her 

firm  breasts  .....mmmm press them together.... winking at gabri 

Gabriela92: feels every grain of salt as it strikes my sensitive skin... 

Gabriela92: reaches up and tightens my boobs together to hold the glass in place. 

D r a z: reaches overfor a slice of lime ...places the lime in my mouth hovering my lips 

over gabri's and I lower the lime into her lips grinning a little as my lips touch hers 

.......mmmmm sexy... 

Gabriela92: opens my mouth to receive Draz's....lime 

D r a z: my lips gently touch gabri's .........  pulling back I lower myself down on her body, 

firm palms grip her thighs as I place my lips to her skin licking  the salt at her belly 

button and with a long hot wet tongue licks the salt above the black panties  

Gabriela92: pushes my panties down just a little, so Draz can get to all the salt 

Gabriela92: then a little further, just to let him lick lower, as close as we dare. 



lostdad50: wow   

D r a z: pausing looking down  and licking the salt down .. down down ....... stops ...... 

then never taking my eyes off hers ........ I lick my way up her body ....sucking  and 

lapping  

Gabriela92: arches my back, meeting Draz's tongue with my abdomen, my hands pushing 

up my back off the bar 

D r a z: sucking the salt around the topsof gabris breasts as she aarches ..my  body  close 

to hers barely touching      

Gabriela92: quivers a little, causing a bit of the tequila to slosh out of the shot glass and 

onto my breasts, turning the tank top a little bit transparent 

D r a z: cupping my lips over the shot glass tilting my head back to slam it down..... 

looking down at the firm breasts  my body gliding slowly over gabris ,,in between her  

open thighs  as i lick the spilt  tequila  

D r a z: trailing my eyes over her body before leaning up, enjoying the view as I claw my 

fingers up the front of her thighs     and growwwwwlllllllllllsss...slowy rezipping the 

shorts before leaning over  to help gabri sit up 

Gabriela92: throws my forearms over Draz's shoulders and gives him a deep, warm, wet 

kiss, tasting the lime, salt, and tequila. 

Al_dente_: Well done draz & Gabi.... 

Gabriela92: ty, Al. 

FoolishHeart26: clappsssss.. great body shot!!  

D r a z: wrapsmy arms round gabri and hugging her tight ,,,,,,,,,, thanks for  the shot gabri 

,,,,,,,,,,,,   kisses her lips licks the last of the salt of her lips  

Gabriela92: thank you, Draz. 

  
D r a z:  smiles and climbs off the bar .....................ok who would like to do another ? 

 

Kelleen and Bee and D r a z  

brttany amer: Kelleen, wanna do a shot? 

Kelleen: ahh sure  

cptfire35: here goes the nite...woohoo 

brttany amer: what would you like? 

Kelleen: hmmm let draz pick he is always good at that  

D r a z: would you like to do a body shot  or just a shot ? 

brttany amer: sounds good, Draz, can we get a shot 

cptfire35: compromise...jello shot.. 

Kelleen: bitting my lip she could do a body shot of me if she wants giggles 

brttany amer: I, down for a body shot, if she is 

D r a z: wipes the bar down with a big towel and placing out a bottle of tequila and 2 shot 

glasses and some lime slices and a salt shaker 

brttany amer: hops up on the bar and lays down 



Kelleen: helping brittany lay out on the bar 

D r a z:  smiles watching as keleen arranges brittany as she wants  

Kelleen: wow you are pretty smiles 

cptfire35: yum 

brttany amer: awww, thanks 

Kelleen: opens her blouse a little then licking her tummy for the salt  

D r a z: smiles as the pink tongue leaves a trail on the tight tummy  

brttany amer: giggles as it tickles 

Kelleen: smiles lifting my face up looking at brittany's eyes 

Kelleen: smiles 

D r a z:  think we lost brttany  

Kelleen: opens my blouse the lace bra around my breast laying on the bar 

D r a z: smiles looking down at kelleen lieing on the bar   

Kelleen: smiles  

7Mick7: another beer please Draz -  this looking like its going to make me thristy again  

D r a z:  grabs the tequila bottle and slides it slowly along kelleen's thighs ........  as i look 

in her eyes  

Kelleen: hiking my skirt up so my thighs show 

D r a z:  reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool beer and pours into a tall 

glass  ...slides it over to Mick  on LAB Coaster 

cptfire35: kelleens tongue is long enough to perform both parts...lol 

Bee_passionately_blue: May I kellen?  

7Mick7: ty Draz-  moving chair up closer to bar to watch Kelleen 

Kelleen: well ask draz he is holder of the bottles 

D r a z: smiles as i see  the pantie line and slides the cold bottle between the thighs 

....then lifts it and  pours   two shots of   tequila and places the bottle back between her 

thighs ............. stepsaway ..its all yours bee  

D r a z: places the shots and lime and salt next  to kelleen  

Kelleen: smiles kind of likeing being on dispaly 

cptfire35: what a coincidence...so do i kelleen 

D r a z: looks to bee ..........you ready there ? 

Bee_passionately_blue: I pour the salt at her naval, and circle there with the flat of my 

tongue - consume her - lapping and tasting the texture and taste  

Kelleen: the white panties matching the bra peeking out a little  

Al_dente_: You are on display  kelleen, and you are gorgeous 

Kelleen: arching my tummy up 

D r a z: smiles seeing the white lingerie ...... as kelleen arches up 

cptfire35: great abs 

Kelleen: thank you cpy for noticing 

Bee_passionately_blue: I immediately lower my lip on your thigh thigh and suckle deeply 

peeking at your white panties before licking upwards pressing my tastebuds into your 

skin  

cptfire35: i can appreciate the hard work kel 

7Mick7: appreciating Bee's hard work ~~~ 



Al_dente_: watches bee move slowly over kelleen 

Kelleen: opens my legs a little and i shake my arms out of the blouse slding it from 

underme tossing it behind the bar 

Bee_passionately_blue: catching the tequila droplets that slide into the inner thigh 

before moving to the left thigh and make slow suckling sounds - pulling your skin 

towards the back of my throat, loving how you are responding  

Kelleen: arching my tummy again shivers 

cptfire35: anytime kelleen is in the room..its time to pay attention 

Bee_passionately_blue: growls in a primal way and licks the last of the stickiness from 

you - licking to the hem of your skirt.  

Kelleen: rolling on my side the zipper faceing draz would you be so kind 

D r a z: smiles at kelleen as i take hold of the zipper and slide it halfway down  

Bee_passionately_blue: Coming to find the lime wedge, and not finding it I whisper, 

thank you kelleen.  

Kelleen: wiggles out of my skirt tossing it woth the blouse  

D r a z:  smiles as i look at bee ..... the lime wedge is there in the plate  

Kelleen: laying stretching back out on the bar  

D r a z:  smiles as i look at kelleen  laying out   

Bee_passionately_blue: you are a delight kelleen, grins.  

Kelleen: thank you both 

D r a z: pours a shot into her belly button and licks it as it spills leaving a pool in the belly  

D r a z:  grins as i place a lime wedge in kelleen’s mouth   

Kelleen: shiver again running my hands through my hair  

Kelleen: holding the peel with my teeth 

Bee_passionately_blue: watches you as the beautiful display you are.  

D r a z: slides onto the bar ..hands either side of kelleen as i lay  a trail of salt from her  

neck to  the belly button  

Kelleen: rolling my skin up to the shacker 

D r a z: looks down at the salt glistening on her skin from her neck between her breasts 

and down her tummy  

cptfire35: yum 

Kelleen: bitting my lip a little  

D r a z:  kisses the side of kelleens neck  ..........and slowly licks the thin trail of salt 

sucking and kissing the skin as i lap it up   

Kelleen: shiver my body shimmers in the light  

D r a z:  looking up in kelleen’s eyes as i suck in between the breasts  ,,,,   

Kelleen: i soflty wishper a yes 

D r a z:  licking with  a long wet tongue down down down   ........ as i look up to her yes ! 

Kelleen: feeling the salt and drink sticking to my skin 

D r a z:  softly sucking the skin pulling it between my lips as I head down to her belly 

button  

D r a z:     my hot wet tongue flicking the skin as my lips suck the skin ..........   

Kelleen: gripping the bar eyes wide purring a little  

cptfire35: hoping to become...purring a lot!! 



D r a z: reaching the belly button ,swirling my tongue around it     as i see the shot 

glissten in the belly button  

Kelleen: lifting y tummy up holdng the shot on my skin 

D r a z:   dipping my tongue in the belly button ,, flicking the shot into my mouth and 

swirling my tongue   around the belly button ,,  

Kelleen: rolling my head a little gripping my fingers around teh edges of the bar  

D r a z:  stabbing my tongue into the belly button to get the remaining shot     looking up 

at kelleen  

Kelleen: smiles lowering my tummy again 

D r a z:  smiles as i look to see the lime wedge and slolwy lick al the way back up ,,my 

body hovering over kelleen     

Kelleen: holding it in my teeth looking up relaxing a little  

Al_dente_: watches Draz's tounge travel up kelleen's body  .. between her breasts 

D r a z:  looking deeply in kelleen’s eyes as i dip my head down and grasps the  lime 

wedge in my lips ,.,,,,,,,,,,,, sqqueezing it gently  ........  to drip some on kellemns lips  

Kelleen: tasting the tart tast it running over my lips 

D r a z:   tugs at the lime  wedge as my body dips to graze hers as my lips meet hers and 

we kisss ,,my forehead touching hers  

Kelleen: kissing sharing the tast reaching up holdingdraz head  

D r a z:  placeing my arms around kelleen and slowly puling her upright ,pressing her slim 

body into mine   ..... releasing the kiss ..........winks at kelleen ............thank you sexy  

Bee_passionately_blue: claps and cheers for the two  

Kelleen: smiles blushing most welcome  

cptfire35: bravo 

Bee_passionately_blue: such an elegant sharing - totally hot.  

Kelleen: blushing sliding my legs hanging over the bar  

Al_dente_: <Hands Kelleen a  warm,  moistened small towel to clean the stickiness off..... 

after a hot couple of shots... 

D r a z:  smiles at kelleen as i slide off  the bar and  helps her  down from the bar ........ 

wrapping her in a warm fluffy LAB  robe  

cptfire35: brb...great easel you have there kelleen 

Bee_passionately_blue: hb  

Kelleen: shmmm smiles sitting back at the bar 

Bee_passionately_blue: neatly folds kelleen's clothes and puts them beside her for when 

she is ready. I wander back to that seat I was at.  

D r a z: wipes the bar down  and winks at kelleen  

Al_dente_: well done kelleen, bee and draz... 

Bee_passionately_blue: ty  

Kelleen: sitting in my robe at the bar 

 

 

 



Tigerzjill and hdroadking296 
 
tigerzjill: grins do you wanna do a body shot king?  

hdroadking296: sure 

Gabriela92: reaches for the bottle of Grey Goose, and taps a spot on the bar for Jill. 

tigerzjill: grins so much for behaving  

tigerzjill: walks to the bar in my jean shorts, and purple polo tee and sandals  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

tigerzjill: kicks off my sandals and waits for king to lift me up  

hdroadking296: holds jills waist lifts her on to the bar 

tigerzjill: smiles looking back at Gabriela and then at king  

hdroadking296: smiles at jill 

tigerzjill: pulls my hair into a big ponytail and secures it  

Gabriela92: lays Jill back on the bar, a rolled up towel under her head and neck. 

hdroadking296: rools up my leather puts it under jills head 

tigerzjill: i roll up my tee to just under my bra  

Kelleen: hellping gabbi smiles 

FoolishHeart26: settles in my comfy corner excitedly watch Jill and roadking 

Gabriela92: unsnaps Jill's shorts... 

tigerzjill: showing my smooth firm tummy  

morgan sue: watches and wonders what is going on 

Gabriela92: body shot, Morgan Sue. 

Kelleen: smiles taking morgans hand bring her over  

Gabriela92: lower's Jill's zipper and folds down the flaps, tucking them into the leg 

openings of her panties to keep the lower tummy clear. 

tigerzjill: blushing as i feel Gabriela's fingers unsnapping the top of my cut off jean shorts  

Kelleen: god your tummy jill smiles 

hdroadking296: id say yummy Kelleen 

tigerzjill: sits up a lil to flex my tummy and giggles  

tigerzjill: i have been working hard this year Kelleen....and TY for noticing  

Gabriela92: let's see.... cherry vodka, so lime and salt are out.... 

Gabriela92: grabs a few maraschinos... 

tigerzjill: looks around seeing everyone crowding around  

Gabriela92: holds them by the stems... 

tigerzjill: nervously tapping my nails on the bar  

tigerzjill: watching Gabriela  

Gabriela92: drags them up and down the centerline of Jill's tummy, leaving a trail of 

shiny cherry juice 

tigerzjill: licks my lips slowly eyeing the lusicious cherries  

Kelleen: smiles watching thinking how swet it will tast  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. admiring Jill's slender body and taut tummy..  

Gabriela92: tucks one cherry under the waistband of her panties at the left hip.... 

tigerzjill: gets a lil shiver as i feel the cherry trace against my skin  

Gabriela92: leaving the stem exposed. 



Gabriela92: puts another cherry inside the center of the panties, the stem showing..... 

Gabriela92: puts the third one at Jill's right hip, the same way. 

Kelleen: oh do we get to pick smiles 

Gabriela92: looks at HD... good so far? 

tigerzjill: squirming a lil on the bar feeling my tummy turning inside out  

hdroadking296: so far  

Gabriela92: looks at Jill's shirt... hmmm, still too much. 

Gabriela92: pushes it up and over her bra, letting it show. 

tigerzjill: looks up confused  

Kelleen: matches her panties i giggle 

Gabriela92: runs another wet, sweet cherry along the top edge of the bra cups. 

tigerzjill: then blushing more as she slides my tee higher revealing my purple lace bra 

with a pretty bow in the center  

Gabriela92: lays the cherry in Jill's cleavage, the stem tucked under the bow. 

tigerzjill: runs my hands slowly along my legs up my sides  

tigerzjill: teasing with my nails along my bare tummy  

FoolishHeart26: loves how Gabi prepares the cherries and the drink to Jill's my cherry amor body..  

Gabriela92: pulls the sugar dispenser out from under the bar and sprinkles it into the wet 

cherry trail. 

Kelleen: waving my hand infront of my face to cool off 

tigerzjill: noticing my heart beating so fast  

Gabriela92: then pours a thin line of sugar right along the skin at the panties' waistband, 

connect all three hidden cherries. 

Gabriela92: reaches for the cherry vodka bottle... 

Gabriela92: pours a pool of it into Jill's navel.... 

tigerzjill: rubs my fingertip along my lip  

tigerzjill: squirming as the cool vodka slides across my skin and pools into my lil navel  

Gabriela92: then a little splash into the slight indentations just above her pelvic bones at 

each hip. 

Kelleen: licking my lips strocking her arm 

tigerzjill: blushing i look over at king  

hdroadking296: hops up on the bar tongues the cherry in between jills cleavage 

Gabriela92: turns to HD... have at it, big boy! 

hdroadking296: drage it slowly down the suger trail 

tigerzjill: i take kelleen's hand in mine  

FoolishHeart26: turns to look at road as he was speechlessly watching the treat that is offered to 

him..  

hdroadking296: dips it in the navel pool and slowly drags it back to jills mouth 

Kelleen: leans to her ear you are amazing love 

tigerzjill: my skin tingles as king drags the cherry against my smooth skin  

tigerzjill: opening my mouth sticking out my tongue looking in king's eyes  

hdroadking296: licks my way back to her navel and traces my tounge around and around 

the vodka 



Kelleen: my eyes looking at jill full of envy her on the bar used to hold the cheers and 

vodca 

tigerzjill: biting my lip as king laps at the vodka making me tingle all over  

hdroadking296: siping a bit and eyeing the stem tucked into het string  

Kelleen: you are doig so good jill i whisper  

hdroadking296: slowly tracing and licking to het panties and pulling a cherry from her 

side to her middle 

tigerzjill: bending my knees putting my feet on the bar  

hdroadking296: tounging back to the vodka 

tigerzjill: lifting my hips to meet king's tongue slightly  

tigerzjill: lets out a soft moan  

hdroadking296: sipping and licking covers her belly button with my mouth and sucks it 

all down 

tigerzjill: squeezing kelleen's hand tighter  

hdroadking296: back up to her lips and kissing her softly  

Kelleen: she is amazing i say looking at gabbi 

tigerzjill: cant help but to run my fingers through king's hair as he kisses me softly  

Gabriela92: uh huh 

hdroadking296: eyeing Gab hoping for a bit more vodka 

Gabriela92: tilts it down, refilling the navel pool 

Gabriela92: then moves the bottle to Jill's mouth, pouring in a shot. 

hdroadking296: tounging along that sweet suger trail working around the shot and down 

to the stem on the other side 

Gabriela92: winks at Kelleen <if we get Jill drunk, no telling what might happen!> 

Kelleen: does she tast as good as she looks HD i ask? 

tigerzjill: smiles and swishes the sweet savory vodka in my mouth  

hdroadking296: much better  

Kelleen: giggles 

tigerzjill: swallows it smilng  

hdroadking296: tugs at the stem amd tickles her abs with my tounge 

tigerzjill: squirming again on the bar lifting my hips again blushing  

hdroadking296: slides back up and takes the vodka in to my mouth and smiling ear to ear  

tigerzjill: feeling tingles shooting all over my skin  

hdroadking296: Dam 1 more stem what should a man do 

tigerzjill: my heart racing  

tigerzjill: my mind trying to think clearly......up to naughty idea #400 already  

hdroadking296: licking flicking and sucking all the jucies along the way 

tigerzjill: lets out another soft moan and runs my fingers again in king's soft hair as he 

teases me sooo  

hdroadking296: runs my tounge under the string trying to get that stem 

hdroadking296: hope for more vodka 

Gabriela92: she won't mind if you struggle with it for a little while, I'm sure, King. 

Gabriela92: has a sudden idea.... 

tigerzjill: feels his tongue dangerously close to my most sensitive places  



Gabriela92: pours another refill of the belly button.... 

hdroadking296: as it slides further down and my toounge follows 

Kelleen: god jill you are amazing i whisper in her ear  

tigerzjill: gasps as i feel the cold vodka in my tummy again  

hdroadking296: just reaching the stem pulls it up a bit 

tigerzjill: i pull kelleen's hand pulling her close to me  

Gabriela92: pours a liberal amount of the expensive spirit all over Jill's panties, soaking 

them so it will have to be drawn out of the fabric with mouth suction. 

hdroadking296: and drags it back and forth 

tigerzjill: omgggggg squirms as i feel my panties being soaked  

hdroadking296: dam sucking on her mound tryi ng to get all that cherry vodka  

Kelleen: i think i need a shot to calm down gabbi reaching for a shot glass 

hdroadking296: pulling it from what little fabric is there 

tigerzjill: i lift my hips and slide my jean shorts lower trying to keep them dry then 

suddenly realizing i am exposing myself completely  

Gabriela92: watches closely, making sure Jill and Road stay within the rules... 

hdroadking296: ring the bell if we dont Gab 

tigerzjill: my matching purple lacey panties sticking to my body  

tigerzjill: i take a deep breath holding my breath as king kisses the fabric  

hdroadking296: sucking the juices but not sure if its just vodka 

hdroadking296: kissing licking trying to extract all that sweet stuff 

Gabriela92: just have to take your chances, Road.  don't let anything show, though. 

hdroadking296: tounging up down and all around 

tigerzjill: my mind dizzy trying to remember the rules i slide my hands over my small 

breasts  

Kelleen: they are ok for now i smile 

hdroadking296: pulls the cherry from its hot resting place  

tigerzjill: and start rubbing my hard nipples through the lacey material  

hdroadking296: dips it in jills navel and places on her lips  

Kelleen: glancing at gabbi smiles 

hdroadking296: while laping her panties 

tigerzjill: ooogoddd i moan softly  

FoolishHeart26: swallows some air as I watch the ohhh soo hottt body shot..  

Gabriela92: notices something smooth, round, taut, and shiny resting on Jill's 

lips...shakes my head to clear it; Oh, it's just a cherry. 

hdroadking296: waiting to see if she can tythe stem in a knot 

tigerzjill: sucking on the cherry with my lips  

hdroadking296: works my way around her navel and traces it flicking the vodka up 

tigerzjill: i take it in my fingers and rub it softly over my lips  

tigerzjill: sticks out my tongue staring at king's eyes  

Kelleen: looking up making sure the fire sprinklers don't go off  

tigerzjill: rubbing the cherry all over my tongue tip  

hdroadking296: chewing the string geting all the cherri jucis  

tigerzjill: the curling my tongue back into my mouth taking the cherry whole  



hdroadking296: watching jills working the chery 

Al_dente_: ty Gabi 

tigerzjill: grinning sucking the juice from the cherry  

Al_dente_: the mouth is fine.... 

tigerzjill: then using my tongue expertly  

FoolishHeart26: road and Jill are doing a sizzling body shot 

Al_dente_: But one should never come i here before going to the dentist 

FoolishHeart26: hi Al.. hugsss 

Al_dente_: Hi Heart huggs 

hdroadking296: watches sum cherry juice drip down ur chin 

tigerzjill: grinning i open my lips and slide out the cherry stem tied in a knot  

tigerzjill: a lil cherry juice dribbles down my chin  

hdroadking296: eyes wide  

hdroadking296: i lick the juice from ur chin up 

tigerzjill: i ask kelleen for a bottle of water  

hdroadking296:  and kisses ur lips 

Kelleen: smiles going behind the bar brushing behind gabbi getting one opening it for Jill 

placing it in her hand  

tigerzjill: kissing king back tasting the vodka all over your mouth  

FoolishHeart26: oh wow.. such a skillful tongue you got there Jill.. ! 

hdroadking296: um kisses u back and stares into ur eyes 

tigerzjill: i break the kiss and try to catch my breath  

Al_dente_: neither am I kelleen... 

tigerzjill: and sit up on the bar  

tigerzjill: my heart racing my mind racing too  

hdroadking296: reaches over gets a warm moist towel and cleans jill off 

tigerzjill: i slide my purple top up and over my head  

Kelleen: you were amazing smile both or you 

hdroadking296: ty Kelleen 

FoolishHeart26: lol Al.. I'd freak out if you do! 

tigerzjill: and pour the water down over my face and lets it run down my neck and down 

my bra and soaked panties  

Kelleen: there is a room for that i am sure al if you want to giggles 

tigerzjill: trying to cool myself down from that heat....wow  

Al_dente_: lol... 

Kelleen: hey were did you learn that giggles 

tigerzjill: grins at Kelleen pulls her close and kisses her sweetly  

Al_dente_: Seems Jill is intent on staying wet... 

Kelleen: hmmm kiss tasting vodki and cheery 

FoolishHeart26: woww.. what a great shots you two have there..!  lucky you road..! 

tigerzjill: lifts my arms waiting for king to help me down  

hdroadking296: yep takes jill off the bar  

hdroadking296: and smiles  

tigerzjill: i kiss king sweetly thanking him for a memorable first LAB body shot  



Kelleen: that be hard to follow jill 

tigerzjill: i lean across the bar and kiss Gabriela thanking her for all her help  

hdroadking296: kisses jill  and miles glad to help 

Gabriela92: kisses Jill back 

tigerzjill: whispers i better clean up 

 


